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Introduction
The Open XDX project is designed to provide quick tools that facilitate the exchange of information in 
standard XML-based formats utilizing data from existing SQL database information stores. The 
database connection is made using a JDBC adapter so that any JDBC compatible data store can be 
accessed with Open-XDX.

The Open-XDX tool uses a code free approach with simple data mapping assertions and filters for the 
information handling needed.  This frees users to work on the design and other aspects of the 
information exchange without having to code the physical programming mechanics directly 
themselves.  It also means that interfaces are expressed as high flexible and adaptable dynamic XML 
templates that are resolved at run time rather than static compiled fixed programming code.

Filters are expressed as SQL statement “where clause” parameters and tokens that can be provided 
specifically to direct information selections such as for date ranges or an ID number.  Additionally run 
time substitution values can be dynamically set and passed to enable query/response processing or 
timed batch publishing runs such as daily or hourly reports.

The OASIS CAM (Content Assembly Mechanism) templates standard (http://docs.oasis-open.org/cam)
is used as the basis for describing the Open Data exchanges of Open-XDX.  The CAM Editor visual 
interface designer (http://www.cameditor.org) provides interactive development of Open-XDX 
templates.

The Open-XDX component is delivered as a Java JAR file that can be deployed as a production 
runtime service that is open platform.  This service can be integrated into middleware messaging 
systems (such as via JAX-WS) to provide an Open Data API.  This can support a variety of delivery 
models such as publish and subscribe or request and response.

This guide is intended to provide the basic information needed to configure and use the Open-XDX 
tools.  It assumes working knowledge of programming and concepts and fundamentals of XML and 
SQL software development.

License Terms
The Open-XDX component is provided under the public Mozilla 2.0 license terms and conditions. It 
requires the public version of the Saxon XSLT engine which is also has Mozilla 2.0 license 
requirements.
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Audience and Scope
This document is intended for information exchange designers, data analysts and XML programmers 
and assumes working knowledge of building XML transactions and working with SQL.

Topics covered include:

• Using the CAM Editor visual interface to build a template design of the required information 
exchange data mappings 

• How to use and deploy DBMapping templates with the Open-XDX engine component 
• Use of JAX-WS and JDeveloper to build Open Data APIs.
• Worked examples and jump start resources

This document does not provide a complete tutorial on CAM or the CAM Editor, please see other 
resources that are available from the CAM Editor resource site for those (http://www.cameditor.org).

Concepts
The Open-XDX solution works with CAM (Content Assembly Mechanism) templates to engineer the 
actual information exchanges in XML and the required mappings to the SQL database tables.

Simple DBMapping assertion statements are stored as annotations inside the CAM template structure 
definitions.  They map an XPath  locator to a SQL database.table.column reference.

The Open-XDX processing then uses these assertions to build the necessary SQL statements, then 
process the XML transactions and inserting the data retrieved from the SQL data store.

Figure 0 – Example DBMapping assertions in CAM template (fragment)

The assertions map item XPath locator to SQL table.column reference DBMapping type.  Note: these 
assertions are inserted automatically by the drag and drop mapping tool; see figures following.
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Template Design
To provide the XML structure for the information exchange either an existing XML schema can be 
utilized, or a new structure built utilizing the CAM Editor visual designer tools.  When building a new 
structure within the CAM Editor XML components can be retrieved from existing dictionary 
collections (such as NIEM core components – see http://www.niem.gov), or directly from the SQL 
table and column definitions via drag and drop.

See the 8 minute online video here: http://www.cameditor.org/#CAM_Tutorials  for examples of using 
existing schema to create a base template.

Once the XML structure is defined then DBMapping annotations associated with elements or attributes 
provide the link between the database tables and content and the XML structure.  Parent elements 
within the XML structure that correspond to database table record level entries should be made 
repeatable by adding a rule to them (if they do not already have one).  Note: in the CAM Editor visual 
interface the repeatable elements are marked with an asterisk '*' symbol prefix.

Cardinality rules determine how components in the XML structure are processed. Elements and 
attributes default as mandatory (required) in the CAM Template.  Items marked with question mark '?' 
are optional.  For parent element items that will not be empty then the optional rule should be removed 
to ensure they will always be output into the results XML.  Similarly schema choice rules should be 
removed as necessary, and explicit excludeTree() rules added to mark unused portions of the XML 
structure.  

Hint values can be provided to explicitly apply specific values to an element or attribute if no data is 
available from the database tables. 

Date and time values will be automatically populated using the system clock value.

Illustrated Quick Steps for Templates and DBMappings
The following figures provide illustrations of the techniques involved in mapping between SQL tables 
and data and the desired XML target output.

Figure 1 – Configuring CAM Template Structure
Figure 2 – Database connection and SQL tables viewer
Figure 3 – Drag and Drop DBMappings
Figure 4 – Database Drop and Drop in Designer Mode
Figure 5 – Configuring SQL Selection Parameters
Figure 6 – Running the Open Data generation tool

Each figure is accompanied by some basic explanation and illustrates the concepts and examples.
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Figure 1 – Configuring CAM Template Structure

This shows an example XML structure in the CAM Editor that has been imported from an existing 
XML Schema definition set.

Using the structure viewer menu options (right click popup menu) the XML structure content can be 
tailored using exclude rules (excludeTree/excludeElement) on optional items that are not needed.  

Similarly the popup menu allows adding Content Hints as Annotations.  These are then saved with the 
template and define fixed values, such as organization name, organization ID and so for an exchange.
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Once the desired template is finished then you may optionally make a Compressed Template copy 
using the File / Export / Compress template menu option.  The compressed copy will contain only those
elements required, and all items marked with exclude rules will be removed.

Figure 2 – Database connection for SQL tables viewer

The database connector uses standard JDBC connections and configuration parameters for Oracle 
database, MySQL or generic JDBC sources.
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Figure 3 – Drag and Drop DBMappings

Here we illustrate using the drag and drop Database Browser viewer to connect the 
RX_REFILL_COUNT column to the pmp:DrugRefillNumberCount element in the XML structure.

The XML structure components exist already so the task is simply matching the corresponding table 
and column components from the SQL database, right to left.

The next figure shows how to add new components to the XML structure based on the SQL table 
definitions.  This is the Designer Mode option for the Database Browser tool.

Alternatively you may manually add XML elements and attributes using the normal menu options for 
the structure editor and then add the mapping to those new components.
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Figure 4 – Database Drop and Drop in Designer Mode

This figure shows the basic mode for creating an XML exchange starting with a new empty XML 
structure (menu options: File / New / New Template )

The next figure shows the results of performing the drag and drop of the RX_PATIENT table into the 
XML structure and discusses the actions taken when operating in the Designer Mode.
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Figure 4a – Database Drop and Drop in Designer Mode

Using the Designer Mode the drag and drop performs special handling.  An intermediate step calls a 
Naming and Design Rule (NDR) aware tool that morphs the SQL column names into appropriate XML 
element names as shown here from right to left.  The DBMapping rules are automatically added as 
well, so that the complete structure additions are performed in one step.  Also constraint rules are added
based on the SQL column definitions; date, number, string length, optional, Boolean and so on.

Using the Designer Mode Settings button you can set a prefix namespace definition to use (default is 
none) and also choose between NIEM and CamelCase naming modes (default is NIEM).
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Figure 5 – Configuring SQL Parameters

By default the Open XDX tool returns all records from a given SQL table.   The filtering parameters are
required to limit the database records returned, such as a date range or a individual record by ID 
number, product name, or a range by product type for example.  Note: filtering on the master Parent 
Table will automatically select only the matching child records using the foreign key relationships 
(note: without a foreign key existing then all child records will be returned for each parent record).

Next filtering parameters can be SQL tokens (for where clause) that will return the desired records 
only.  These dbmapping parameter entries can be added using the Database Browser drag and drop and 
picking the Table entry to add a parameter for.  Then in the default column entry field complete the 
SQL token statement.  See Figure 5a below for example SQL select statements.
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Figure 5a – SQL Statement example detail

The example shows the use of two related SQL token statements that ensure the correct records are 
returned from the applicable tables and that the selected child records match the parent table records.  
Normally only one SQL statement on the main parent table is needed however when a foreign key is 
also present.

Next we illustrate the use of parameter tokens to provide runtime values substitution.  These can either 
be a direct comparison as shown here, or can be part of SQL token.  

Figure 5b –  Parameter Token example 

This allow use to substitute a $parameter reference for externally provided values, such as the 
PatientID received as part of a incoming query, that are then passed when calling the Open-XDX 
engine at runtime to build the correct response information.  Also in this case the $inputID value must 
be enclosed in single quotes when passed into the Open XDX runtime engine – e.g. $inputID =  '12345'
to match the SQL syntax parsing needs, (or you can place the single quotes in the default statement).

Figure 5c –  SQL token with Parameter Token example 

In this example we have combined use of parameters.  Notice that the $startDate and $endDate can be 
provided as date values (no enclosing single quotes needed since the quotes are in the expression).
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Figure 6 – Running the Open Data generation tool

This shows the output from running the Open Data tool option from within the CAM Editor visual 
interface.  Selecting the Open Data menu option prompts for the connection required to the database to 
retrieve the data.  The Open XDX engine calculates all the necessary SQL statements, executes them, 
returns the data and then calls the XML builder step to complete the content assembly and output of the
XML instance itself.
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The console window in the editor user interface shows the actions occurring as the Open-XDX engine 
runs.  The Open XDX engine can be called directly, please see deployment section details below.

XML Results Validation
The CAM Editor includes the ability to apply validation using the CAMV engine and the “Run” menu 
option.  This allows checking of the result XML generated to ensure it conforms to the template content
rules.  For example code values from the database records will be verified for accuracy against a list of 
allowed XML code values.  Errors and warnings are flagged and provided visually in the editor user 
interface to allow quick verification of the rules applied.  Figure 7 below shows details of performing a 
validation.
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Figure 7 – CAM validation engine example

Here we select the XML results created by the Open-XDX engine from the database data to be 
validated.  Clicking on the “Finish” button then performs the validations and the results are shown 
below.
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Figure 7a – Validation engine results

This example shows interactive errors and warnings.  Clicking on an error item shows the appropriate 
rule details.  The Console window tab will also show error message detail returned.

In this example the database value returned contains data of 20MG for the dose unit codes but the 
template rules permit values of 01, 02, 03 and so on only without the 'mg' units indicator.
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Deployment
The Open-XDX tool is provided as a Java JAR file.  Sample JAX-WS Java code is available that 
illustrates how to access the Open-XDX processor via Java API calls (Figure 8 below) using just five 
Java code configuration statements.  The appropriate JDBC DataSource object is needed for the 
database system being accessed (note: user information / passwords for the DataSource are managed by
the App Server level).  This release has been tested with both MySQL and Oracle databases.

Figure 8 – Open XDX sample JAX-WS Java code in JDeveloper

When using the Open-XDX engine directly you will need to export your CAM template to the internal 
CXF format used by the engine and XML builder tools.  To do this simply open the CAM template in 
the CAM Editor and then select File / Export / Export to CXF option.
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Please see the CAM Editor resource site (http://www.cameditor.org) for downloads of example Open-
XDX packages including Java code samples that can be executed in JDeveloper that illustrate 
integration with web services.

Performance

SQL Mapping

Testing shows that performance depends a the following factors
• Number of sub-tables being referenced
• Number of records in the sub-tables

Our testing shows that with approximately 1,000 master table records and 1,000 sub-table records then 
processing takes several minutes to complete.  Essentially the constraining factor is the sub-table 
records.  The more selections are required to determine matching child records for each master record, 
the more processing occurs, and time to complete grows accordingly.  In test runs accessing 500 
records in one database table and building the XML output takes approximately 20 seconds to 
complete.  Obviously these numbers are highly dependent on the computer environment being used and
are provided only for illustrative purposes.  

Template Optimizations

If your template contains excludeTree / excludeElement rules then consider using the CAM Editor / 
Export / Compress Template tool to produce a new template with only the required elements in.  This 
will ensure only those elements needed are processed and hence prevent unnecessary processing 
occurring.

© Copyright Oracle Corporation, 2012.  All rights reserved. 18
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Structure / Table Design Considerations
To ensure accurate information processing between the SQL tables and the XML output structure the 
hierarchy structure in the XML must align with an equivalent table and table relationship structure.

In particular “flat” single table SQL design is not compatible with a nested XML hierarchy.  Use of the 
drag and drop tool in designer mode can help significantly in ensuring correct XML structure 
components for each database table set of content.

Also optimal is to ensure that the SQL tables used have primary keys and foreign keys that align with 
the information model and relationships, and that the key values are common across each table in a set, 
e.g. PatientVisitID, and PatientID across Patient, Prescription and Visit tables.  Parameter tokens may 
be provided however to control parent / child selection on non-indexed fields. In the Resources section 
below we provide additional guidelines and requirements.

SQL Database Configuration and Use Considerations
This section itemizes the specific criteria and restrictions regarding use of SQL databases and tables 
with Open-XDX.

Firstly only Tables and Views are mappable; synonyms are not supported.

Primary keys and foreign keys are automatically included in the mapping details.  Indexes are not 
mapped automatically and therefore must be referenced by DBMappings.

By default all record rows are retrieved from all tables referenced.  To restrict rows returned filtering 
parameters must be used on all tables to produce a subset of matching records (see Figure 5 above). 

The specific master table is automatically deduced from the DBMapping rules and the XPath 
references to the XML structure.  Essentially the first table key referenced logically within the XML 
structure is assumed to belong to the master table.

Access control is provided via normal account administration and user rights to support the required 
JDBC access.

The functionality has been tested using Oracle SQL database and MySQL database.  Other compatible 
JDBC databases should also work.

Summary
This quick guide is designed to enable people familiar with using SQL and XML to begin using the 
Open XDX tool along with the CAM Editor to successfully create XML information exchange 
instances.

We have also included information on deployment with the Open XDX JAR engine.  Example 
packages are available that illustrate these techniques and allow you to recreate those and test them 
locally in your systems to gain a full understanding of the tools. Also you can post questions and view 
FAQ resources at the forums online through the CAMeditor.org website.
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Resources

A selection of resources is available online at the http://www.CAMeditor.org wiki site.

XML Structure and SQL Quick Notes

• Repeatable parent XML element for matching SQL table parent

– Rows of data inserted as child elements of parent

• Table joins provided by CAM template parameter select statements

– Select statements reference key fields (primary or foreign keys)

• XML structure Optional and Choice elements

– If not used for extracted data, then exclude or use default value

– Ensure required components needed for data are not part of choice or set to be optional

• Map to existing elements or add new elements to the structure as needed

– Attributes also supported

• Data hinting value mechanism can be used in tandem with SQL data inputs for fixed values (e.g. 
company name, company address, exchange version #, etc)

Deployment Usage Scenarios

Here we list some illustrative use cases along with those that would be considered out of scope.  This 
can serve to guide your own usage and expectations.  Obviously actual experience will vary depending 
on a wide variety of factors and operational environments.

• Rapid prototyping of information exchange packages

• Developing NIEM conformant exchange structures / dictionaries

• Query / Response interfaces with filter parameters

• Publish / Subscribe Daily or Hourly reporting

• Using XML information structures that conform to SQL database model

• Limited number of SQL tables involved

• SQL data model well behaved with primary indexes and foreign keys

• Out of Scope

– Huge data volumes / massively high query rates per minute

– Highly complex reporting and data manipulation

– Multiple sets of tables and relationships
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